I. Introduction

Electronic commerce (“ecommerce”) is quickly overshadowing face-to-face (“F2F”) contracting, especially in business-to-consumer (“B2C”) contexts. Business transactions are decreasingly made in person, and deals are no longer made on a handshake. Instead, individuals turn to the Internet for their buying and banking needs, while businesses move their sales online and close their brick-and-mortar locations. Online merchants have transformed how we make purchases, and lure us into buying products and services in previously unimagined ways.

For the most part, this growth in ecommerce has benefited both companies and consumers. Companies have gained access to multitudes of customers and consumers have connected with companies they would never otherwise encounter in the physical world. The Internet has become a gateway to an ever-expanding and globalized electronic marketplace for consumer goods and services. Nonetheless, the Internet also has created disconnections in B2C exchanges that some companies have used to evade consumer claims. For example, some companies have nearly eliminated customer-care call centers. Furthermore, merchants who conduct business on the Internet (“eMerchants”) often use customer-care email and messaging systems through which consumers rarely obtain satisfying assistance. For example, representatives replying to consumer emails are often slow in responding or lack authority to provide real remedies.

These disconnections also fuel the inequities of what I have referred to as the “squeaky wheel system” (“SWS”) in B2C exchanges. This conception of the SWS builds on the notion that the “squeaky wheels” who artfully and actively pursue their interests are most likely to get the remedies and other assistance they seek. Meanwhile, the majority of consumers who lack the knowledge, experience, and/or resources to pursue their needs usually do not receive the same assistance. This means that the so-called “sophisticated” consumers who already enjoy disproportionate power due to social or economic status are usually the “squeaky wheels” who receive better remedies and assistance than the majority of consumers left vulnerable to one-sided contracting.
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From a purely economic standpoint, it is rational for companies to capitalize on this SWS in an effort to cut costs and maximize their profits. However, the SWS also thwarts regulation by market forces because it prevents economists’ proposed “informed minority” from policing the fairness of contract terms and business practices. Even assuming, arguendo, that there are enough “informed” consumers who read or shop for purchase terms, these consumers are usually the same sophisticated consumers who pursue their complaints and obtain their desired remedies. The SWS then hinders these consumers from alerting the majority about available claims and remedies by diminishing their incentive to share information about rationed benefits with the uninformed masses. In this way, the SWS hinders regulation by market forces and allows businesses to ration remedies to the detriment of those with the least resources and information.

This has created a need for more accessible, efficient, and low-cost means for consumers to obtain remedies online, regardless of their status or so-called sophistication – thus giving rise to a need for online dispute resolution (“ODR”) processes. These processes use web-based programs and computer mediated communications (“CMC”) to resolve disputes. They may employ procedures ranging from automated negotiations using algorithms for suggesting claim settlements to arbitration procedures that are carried out via email, document postings, and online hearings.

Furthermore, these programs have built momentum over time, especially in international ecommerce. For example, the European Union (“EU”) has adopted a Directive on Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes (the “ADR Directive”) and a Regulation on Online Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes (the “ODR Regulation”), which work in tandem to require member states to implement ODR systems for resolving consumer claims. Furthermore,
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the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL") is currently advancing guidelines on ODR for cross-border ecommerce through its Working Group III on Online Dispute Resolution. At the same time, many companies such as eBay and PayPal have instituted their own ODR systems for handling consumer complaints and have essentially created "virtual courthouses" to resolve ecommerce disputes.

There is great promise for ODR. This is especially true for low-dollar claims such as those in most B2C contexts because of its ease and efficiencies. ODR systems help address the SWS by lowering the costs and burdens of pursuing complaints so that all consumers, regardless of power and resources, feel comfortable and able to seek assistance. Online complaint centers also foster transparency and empower consumers to share information about products and services. ODR processes that provide evaluations and final determinations also go beyond online review and blog sites by leading consumers to substantial remedies. This helps to police market fairness and hold companies responsible for their misdeeds in B2C commerce.

Accordingly, this chapter discusses how ODR systems expand and equalize remedy systems in B2C exchanges. Part II of the chapter discusses the need for expanded means to address the SWS and provide consumers with access to remedies regarding online purchases. Part III explains how ODR systems are unfolding on international and domestic fronts in B2C exchanges. Part IV then highlights their strengths and weaknesses and proposes ideas for how ODR systems can be improved to offer consumers efficient and fair means for accessing ecommerce remedies. The chapter concludes with Part V, an invitation to continue the development of such ODR systems in an effort to foster revived corporate responsibility and empower all consumers regardless of their resources, power, or status.

II. Need for ODR to expand and equalize access to consumer remedies

Most consumers do not pursue purchase complaints due to lack of resources, power, or awareness regarding their rights. The SWS then quiets the few informed and resourceful consumers who are sufficiently persistent in pursuing their claims to obtain rationed remedies. At the same time, merchants commonly forbid consumers from suing in court or asserting claims as a class by including mandatory arbitration clauses in the fine print of contracts that consumers usually accept without reading. Traditional F2F arbitration proceedings may be beneficial for resolving larger business-to-business ("B2B") claims, but they are impractical in typical B2C
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cases when the cost to pursue a claim outweighs any likely award. Therefore, the majority of consumers forgo legitimate claims, thereby allowing companies to avoid responsibility to their customers and hide improprieties from the public eye.

A. The thriving SWS in ecommerce

Consumers lament the lack of meaningful access to customer assistance with respect to their purchases, especially those completed online. This is unsurprising in light of eMerchants’ push to eliminate telephone assistance and staff email reply centers with individuals who often lack training or authority to provide meaningful remedies in response to consumers’ complaints.15 Merchants also know that consumers very rarely take complaints to the courts, federal regulators, or third parties such as a local chamber of commerce or the Better Business Bureau.16 Merchants also may forbid consumers from filing judicial claims or seeking class relief of any kind by requiring that consumers submit any claims to individual F2F arbitration procedures.17

This leaves the vast majority of consumer claims off the public radar of courts and government regulators. It allows businesses to contain negative publicity and hinder filed claims by appeasing the few squeaky wheels who would otherwise have capacity to take such public actions, and thus inform the majority about available claims and remedies. This is economically wise for businesses, considering the costs of retaining versus obtaining customers. It is roughly five times harder to attract new customers than to retain current ones, which translates into twenty-five to eighty-five percent higher profits merely by retaining five percent more current customers.18 Furthermore, appeased complainers become especially loyal customers,19 while dissatisfied complainers are prone to share their negative experiences on social media and complaint sites like Yelp.20
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Companies also may ration remedies knowing that most consumers are inert and unlikely to read their contracts, let alone understand their contracts and pursue their rights through litigation or F2F arbitration. Most consumers ignore contract terms when reading them would require action such as clicking a link on a website or scrolling through endless terms in many online contracts. Contract terms in online contracts also may be confusing, filled with legalese, and difficult to access due to “pop-ups” and other shrouding techniques. Indeed, most individuals do not read or digest the often long and complex form contracts that have become the norm in B2C exchanges. Consumers also may suffer over-optimism, cognitive dissonance, and confirmation bias with respect to their purchases.

These tendencies converge to hinder consumers from asserting their claims through F2F procedures that require sophistication and resources. Overly optimistic consumers do not want to believe they made bad purchase decisions and are prone to continue with contracts after investing time and resources in making a purchase. Most consumers also suffer from inertia, which prevents them from proactively reading or seeking to change contract terms. They similarly drop purchase complaints if pursuit requires efforts such as hiring an attorney and filing a claim in court or with an arbitration association.

At the same time, many eMerchants employ arbitration clauses that require costly F2F arbitration procedures. These arbitration procedures may require consumers to deposit high filing and administrative fees. This hinders consumers’ incentive to file a claim when the initial filing and administration costs outweigh any potential recovery through the procedure. This is true even if consumers may be able to recoup fees in an award. Furthermore, arbitration clauses in online contracts nearly always preclude class proceedings, which would otherwise allow consumers to collectively pursue factually similar low-dollar claims.

Moreover, F2F processes are often infeasible for many consumers. Individuals lack the time, money, knowledge, and patience to pursue even small claims court proceedings. People busy with work and family obligations are likely to give up on pursuing complaints when
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companies ignore their initial requests for assistance. Anger may fuel a consumer’s initial e-mail or phone call regarding a purchase problem, but consumers generally do not follow up after receiving no reply or facing long hold times with customer service phone lines. Customer service representatives also may lack authority to provide remedies or may make it very stressful for consumers to obtain any redress.

Societal influences and stereotypes also hinder consumers from asserting complaints or getting remedies in person. As an initial matter, culture teaches individuals to prefer status quo norms and contract terms. This is especially true for women, who may be reluctant to assert complaints or pursue their needs due to fear of appearing “pushy.” Women also are much less likely than men to recognize opportunities to negotiate and usually use less assertive language than men when they do pursue negotiations. Similarly, research shows that black consumers are less likely than white consumers to realize opportunities to complain regarding their purchases. In addition, these consumers often do not receive the same deals and purchase benefits as white consumers regardless of education or income.

Furthermore, conscious or subconscious biases may lead company representatives to offer the least advantageous prices to racial minorities. For example, in December 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) ordered Ally Financial, Inc. to pay $80 million in damages as part of a settlement for claims of
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discriminatory lending from the bank’s indirect auto lending program. Evidence indicated that more than 12,000 car dealerships that participated in Ally’s indirect financing program charged higher interest rates to approximately 235,000 African-American, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific Islander borrowers than they charged to non-Hispanic white borrowers with similar financial profiles. This supports CFPB Director Richard Cordray’s conclusion that “[d]iscrimination is a serious issue across every consumer credit market.”

In sum, companies understandably ration available remedies by giving them only to the most powerful squeaky wheel customers who persistently pursue their complaints. Meanwhile, consumers with the least time and resources to learn about, understand, or pursue their claims are left without remedies and other contract benefits. At the same time, behavioral tendencies and biases work to disadvantage consumers with less power and resources. Moreover, arbitration clauses cut off access to class relief, which is often the only economically feasible means for consumers to pursue the type of low-dollar claims usually involved with Internet purchases.

B. Lack of market regulation

Of course, there are legitimate arguments against these fairness critiques of the B2C market. For example, law-and-economics theorists posit that strict contract enforcement results in an optimal allocation of resources overall, even if a few consumers lose out on their claims. They suggest that consumers buy the optimal quality and quantity of goods and services under competitive terms, and this competition drives companies to structure their offerings to serve consumer preferences.

In reality, however, most consumers do not have perfect information about the market and do not read or understand the complicated terms commonly appearing in form contracts. Consumers therefore fail to purchase optimal quantities or bargain for competitive and efficient terms. This arguably leaves market players free to take advantage of consumers’ lack of information and bargaining power. It is therefore unlikely that the market is policing the fairness or efficiency of consumer contracts.

Defenders of the theory that the current market structure promotes efficiency and fairness nonetheless argue that regardless of whether most consumers bargain for efficient contract terms
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or improved company practices, a sufficiently knowledgeable and noisy “informed minority” will speak for the uninformed masses. This minority will then pressure companies to improve their contracts and practices or face the risk of lawsuits and negative publicity.\textsuperscript{39} Studies, however, cast doubt on the existence of this “informed minority” – let alone informed (or any) consumers’ propensity to champion the masses. For example, researchers who studied consumers’ Internet browsing behavior on ninety software companies’ websites found that only one or two out of one thousand shoppers on these sites actually accessed the companies’ standard form contracts (referred to as end-user software license agreements, or “EULAs”).\textsuperscript{40} Furthermore, they found that shoppers rarely read product reviews or otherwise seek information about the terms and conditions of their purchases.\textsuperscript{41}

Similarly, it is unlikely that a sufficient number of proactive consumers will regulate merchant practices by spreading information and taking action regarding purchase problems.\textsuperscript{42} One European study found that only seven percent of consumer cases ended with a resolution in court or an alternative proceeding.\textsuperscript{43} The researchers also found that forty-five percent of launched complaints ended with no agreement or decision, suggesting that consumers who took initial action on their complaints gave up their pursuit along the way.\textsuperscript{44} While some complaints may truly lack merit, the studies’ findings suggest that perhaps even initially proactive consumers are unlikely to continue a fight to the benefit of themselves, let alone all consumers.\textsuperscript{45}

Furthermore, it is becoming more difficult for consumers to obtain reliable information about their rights and remedies due to the overabundance of misinformation and difficulties of determining what information is accurate and important. For example, only sixteen percent of the nearly two-thirds of \textit{Consumer Reports} survey respondents who claimed that they actually read all of the disclosures regarding a new loan or credit card said that they found the disclosures easy to understand.\textsuperscript{46} Additionally, well-meaning policymakers have advanced disclosure laws aimed to address information asymmetries that often leave consumers in the dark about their rights. However, these seemingly pro-consumer rules often backfire by adding to the information overload that already clouds consumers’ comprehension of their contracts, and
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increasing consumer costs to account for the expense of compliance. Consumers are simply overwhelmed by lengthy contracts.

Companies also may discourage consumers’ attempts to read purchase terms by using especially complicated fine print in their contracts and teaser promotions. For example, lenders may stealthily add credit insurance provisions into loan documents using confusing language that most consumers do not understand, regardless of their education or so-called sophistication. In addition, as noted above, some companies use the SWS to waylay lawsuits and other public complaints, and to keep the majority of consumers unaware of their potential rights. This also allows merchants to keep claims out of the public eye and further limit consumers’ access to remedies.

Complaint systems therefore become skewed in favor of the most experienced, educated, and powerful consumers who know how to artfully submit complaints and get what they want. These consumers then have little to no incentive to alert the majority about available remedies, and they become essentially complicit in the exploitation of the uninformed majority by reaping the benefits of remedy rationing. Companies have more resources for assisting these powerful consumers when they provide rationed remedies only to them, while keeping the majority in the dark about their rights and remedies. At the same time, there is no reason to believe that any sort of informed minority has the same purchase interests and needs, or types of claims as the majority. Accordingly, remedy systems must be not only expanded, but also contextualized to fit the different types of claims consumers seek to assert.

C. Contractual discrimination
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Most consumers feel powerless when seeking remedies regarding their purchases.\textsuperscript{54} For example, the majority of cellular phone customers feel they must submit to price increases and added charges. This is especially true when the consumer does not have time or resources to research her options and is striving to retain cellular services in a market dominated by relatively few companies.\textsuperscript{55} Consumers have become acutely aware that oligopolistic market conditions such as those in the cellular service industry give the companies great power in determining prices and contract terms.

Merchants may therefore capitalize on consumers’ irrationality and overconfidence regarding their purchases, and offer onerous deals knowing that relatively few will seek contract changes. These merchants may then manipulate the SWS by appeasing, and thus quieting, the few sophisticated squeaky wheels who pursue contract changes and other remedies.\textsuperscript{56} Consumers with higher incomes and more education thus end up on top in a consumer caste system. The squeaky wheels expect more and get more from their purchases than those in lower socio-economic status groups.\textsuperscript{57} One study indicated “for every 1,000 purchases, households in the highest status category voice complaints concerning 98.9 purchases, while households in the lowest status category voice complaints concerning 60.7 purchases.”\textsuperscript{58}

This coincides with research indicating that consumers in lower socioeconomic status groups often become accustomed to poor treatment and have lower expectations regarding the quality of their purchases and their ability to obtain remedies if problems arise.\textsuperscript{59} Consumers with a lower socioeconomic status also are likely to have less confidence, fewer resources, lower levels of education, and are possibly hindered in asserting themselves due to limited English proficiency.\textsuperscript{60} Of course, “status” is an ill-defined term and no assumptions or studies apply for all consumers. Nonetheless, data suggests a growing divide between the high-power “haves” and low-power “have-nots” based on income, education, and age.
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Furthermore, stereotypes and biases may augment this divide, especially when individuals are dealing with one another in person or on the telephone and consciously or subconsciously make assumptions about the other based on race, gender, and age. Customer service associates’ conscious and subconscious biases may affect how they treat consumers, and lead them to offer less advantageous deals to racial and ethnic minorities and women. Consumers also may make assumptions about customer service associates, which may impact their interactions and impede their access to remedies. Furthermore, consumers may perpetuate their own low-power status by assuming that they will be unfairly judged or brushed aside. For example, a woman fearful that she will appear “pushy” if she seeks assistance may feel constrained in her communications with customer service representatives. These forces all contribute toward consumers receiving different deals and remedies.

D. Avoidance of consumer protections

Limited remedy systems, the SWS, and traditional arbitration clauses converge to hinder public regulation of B2C ecommerce, thereby allowing eMerchants to avoid consumer protection regulations. As noted, very few consumers take their complaints to court or to public regulators. Instead, companies use the SWS to control complaint resolution and quiet the relatively few squeaky wheels who have the requisite resources and confidence to pursue such processes. Some companies even go so far as to offer what some may see as “courthouse stairs” settlements to would-be plaintiffs to stop class actions.

At the same time, eMerchants have increasingly cut consumers’ access to class action proceedings of any sort by including arbitration clauses in their consumer contracts that very clearly deny consolidated or group procedures in court or arbitration. This makes it economically unwise for consumers to bring the typically small claims that arise in B2C ecommerce into court. For example, it generally makes no economic sense for a consumer to pay hundreds or thousands of dollars in filing fees and travel costs to assert an individual claim regarding a defective cellular phone that cost $300. However, it may be worthwhile for a consumer to join a class action with many other consumers who have faced similar problems with their phones. This is true even if the consumer only gets $150 in the final settlement after paying her attorneys.
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The SWS and mandatory arbitration provisions thus privatize dispute resolution and limit public access to information regarding faulty products and company improprieties. Economists may argue that this is beneficial to the extent that it generates cost-savings companies may pass on to consumers through lower prices and better products and services. However, public action or reporting often is necessary to uncover product recalls and inform the masses about companies’ malfeasance.

Consumer Reports found in a 2010 survey that less than a quarter of the respondents said they researched product recalls, and only a fifth of the respondents were aware of recalls regarding products they had purchased in the past three years. Furthermore, “an additional 15 percent simply threw the product in the trash rather than returning it for a refund, an exchange, or a free repair.” This is largely because consumers’ inertia and diminishing expectations about customer care hinder their willingness to endure the hassle of seeking a repair. Again, this suggests need for expanded and readily accessible remedy systems that lower the hurdles to obtaining remedies and raise expectations regarding customer care.

III. Current processes and proposals

ODR is growing on international and domestic fronts and in both public and private markets. On the international front, there are movements toward establishing publicly regulated ODR portals that are monitored by government agencies, thus ensuring compliance with respective due process standards. In the United States, private companies are at the forefront of creating ODR processes and platforms for resolving consumer disputes. At the same time, several of these platforms have failed due to technical and coverage limitations and other cost-associated issues. However, a novel breed of public ODR platforms in Europe, Mexico, and British Columbia, Canada, is developing and likely to expand existing services.

A. International developments
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As noted above, UNCITRAL established the ODR Working Group III ("WG III") to advance online dispute settlement mechanisms for cross-border cases involving both commercial parties and consumers. Difficulty in navigating international disagreements stemming from different legal and cultural norms has hindered the WG III from proposing specific rules for international adoption, but the group has inspired a global push for broad-based ODR rules and standards for cross-border transactions. The recent focus of the WG III has been on B2C transactions, being mindful of consumer protection laws, the effects of draft rules on developing countries, and the practicalities of implementation.\(^73\)

Public meetings and debate of the WG III have illuminated important issues that warrant discussion in the ODR community. For example, WG III has struggled with the relationship and liability among “ODR providers” and “ODR platforms” in any global ODR system. Furthermore, delegates have debated the creation and content of minimum best practices or due process standards for ODR providers and neutrals that preserve neutrality, transparency, confidentiality, efficiency, and equal access to fair ODR processes for all parties.\(^74\) In addition, there has been considerable disagreement regarding choice of law in cross-border claims.\(^75\)

WG III delegates confirm that effective processes are lacking for B2C disputes in ecommerce. Cross-border resolution systems are mainly limited to expensive and unsatisfying arbitration processes that require F2F hearings or utilize only partially online components.\(^76\) Commentators argue for expansion of ODR that is entirely online and favor mediation, especially for B2C claims in which consumers have little interest in the formalities or enforcement of arbitration.\(^77\) Indeed, the WG III has acknowledged that consumers and businesses have different dispute resolution needs, and that a “consensus-based system should be friendly to consumers, cost-effective to businesses and fair to consumers.”\(^78\)

At the same time, the EU is seeking to boost ecommerce among member states through its adoption of the ADR Directive and the ODR Regulation.\(^79\) The ADR Directive aims to address three shortcomings in the provision of extra-judicial redress in the EU: (i) the absence of quality standards; (ii) the low levels of consumer awareness of ADR schemes; and (iii) the unavailability of ADR entities for the resolution of consumer complaints.\(^80\) The ODR Regulation then supports the ADR Directive by calling for creation of an online database and
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single entry point for the resolution of all consumer B2C ecommerce complaints. The aim of this Regulation is to provide ODR services that better meet the needs of consumers than the more complicated and costly F2F judicial and arbitration processes that traditionally have been the only means for consumers to pursue their purchase claims.

Accordingly, the ADR Directive and ODR Regulation work in tandem to require the establishment of common rules for ADR providers and a web-based platform for resolution of any disputes related to cross-border online sales of goods or provision of services by merchants to consumers. In addition, the platform must provide standard forms in all the official languages of the EU and direct submitted disputes to the relevant national ADR scheme through a website link. The platform also must use uniform technical specifications for interconnections with national ADR schemes and remain free to consumers through the financial support of the European Consumer Centres Network.

The ODR Regulation thus calls for creation of a consumer-oriented and user-friendly dispute resolution platform. It also requires privacy protections and use of clear and easy complaint, case management, and feedback processes. To commence a complaint, a party submits an electronic form and attaches supporting documents. The complaint is transmitted on the platform and the process will continue if the parties agree on an ADR entity to resolve the complaint. The selected ADR entity will then aim to resolve the dispute based on information provided; however, the Regulation also allows for disputes to be resolved outside of the ODR platform.

Under this rubric, each member state must designate one contact point for the platform, which will be responsible for informing the public of the platform and explaining its operation. These responsible authorities also must monitor merchants and ADR entities within their borders to ensure compliance with six quality criteria. These criteria are: expertise (along with independence and impartiality), transparency (posting reports and results), effectiveness (using ADR norms), fairness (alerting parties of their rights and consequences of participating in ADR procedure), liberty (preserving consumers’ knowing consent to binding ADR), and legality.
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In addition, all online merchants and intermediaries are required to provide a link to the ODR platform, regardless of whether they use ADR. This allows consumers to see if a merchant is affiliated with an approved ADR entity and, if it is not, to select an approved ADR entity to handle the dispute. Member states have the right to enforce penalties against those who infringe the regulation. Furthermore, the platform will be subject to rigorous testing.

In theory, this framework holds great promise for expanding consumers’ access to justice in ecommerce disputes. However, sovereignty has demanded preservation of member states’ power to determine the means for implementing the framework. This means that twenty-eight different national authorities will be monitoring ODR compliance within the various member states. Commentators are therefore understandably fearful that monitoring and compliance inconsistencies will thwart the success of the dispute resolution framework. Accordingly, policymakers are reserving judgment on the system’s ultimate success and survival.

More centralized public ODR portals have begun to flourish with considerable success. For example, the Mexican government hosts Concilianet, an ODR platform designed to resolve B2C disputes between merchants and their customers in Mexico. Concilianet’s dispute resolution process and platform are free to consumers, allow both online and in-person filing, and use CMC along with access to a virtual courtroom to foster efficient and satisfying resolution of B2C disputes. The platform welcomes disputes against all merchants regardless of whether they are registered with the Concilianet service. However, Concilianet is voluntary to the extent that no party can be compelled to utilize its platform. Additionally, complainants’ only remedy through Concilianet is an order for merchants’ contract compliance. This means that consumers seeking money damages must resort to judicial action or other traditional claims processes.
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Despite these limitations, commentators have noted Concilianet’s success. First, it has reduced the time for resolving disputes by fifty percent and has led to settlements in almost ninety-six percent of the cases filed through its platform. Second, it provides added consumer protection to the extent that it is monitored and supported by court-associated personnel. This relationship offers a greater level of public judiciary support than that anticipated by the EU’s framework. The platform is therefore an innovative example of how traditional courthouses can collaborate with private ODR providers to deliver justice for individuals who prefer to resolve their disputes online, rather than endure the expense and hassles of traditional F2F claim resolution procedures.

Similarly, in British Columbia, Canada, policymakers are launching an even more comprehensive publically supported ODR platform. Unlike Concilianet, this platform is not entirely voluntary in that it requires businesses to engage in its ODR process. Furthermore, its ODR process culminates in a binding and final arbitration award if the parties are unable to settle through prior facilitative means. Although the platform provides no means for enforcing these arbitration awards, it allows parties to bring judicial action to compel award enforcement. The binding nature of the resulting awards sets this system apart from the EU ODR Regulation or Concilianet – and may generate greater success and satisfaction for consumers who would otherwise face uphill battles in pursuing compliance with the voluntary settlements most ODR schemes provide.

B. Domestic processes

Companies based in the United States have been building their own private ODR systems for resolving ecommerce claims. For example, the popular ecommerce website, eBay, offers a high-volume ODR process that addresses disputes from a systems perspective. It features a purposeful design that challenges the boundaries of existing ADR approaches, which merely incorporate various types of CMC. eBay began building its system in 2002 when it purchased PayPal, and has expanded the system to create what can be described as a virtual courthouse. The system has capacity to address problems such as “item not received,” “item not as described,” and “unpaid item” in a simple and straightforward manner. However, eBay also has contextualized its system to address different types of disputes by creating special platforms
for claims related to its Vehicle Purchase Protection and Business Equipment Purchase Protection plans, which usually involved larger sums of money.112

eBay’s purchaser complaint process for online purchases begins with its Resolution Center asking a series of questions to diagnose the problem and ensure the complaint is within eBay’s coverage for a Money Back Guarantee—meaning an item never arrived or differed from its description. The purchaser also must have used the “Pay Now” option and have asserted the complaint within thirty days after the actual or estimated delivery date. The Resolution Center gathers the proposed resolution and encourages the two parties to communicate through the eBay messaging platform. If that does not succeed in resolving the dispute within three business days, the claimant may escalate the case back to the Resolution Center for an evaluation. The Resolution Services team then contacts the Buyer within forty-eight hours with a determination as to whether the complaint qualifies for a refund.113 A similar process exists for seller complaints.114

Much of the success of websites such as eBay and Amazon has depended on their solicitation of feedback, ratings, and reviews from their users. Therefore, they have used ODR processes to improve the reliability of these ratings and reviews.115 ODR provides an efficient means for resolving disputes regarding the accuracy of consumer ratings, which are essential for consumers’ trust in the system and sellers’ survival in the market.116 Indeed, ratings have a powerful punch, but are difficult to regulate through traditional defamation litigation—due in part to the fluidity of online identities and ease of creating new identities online for leaving reviews.117 Furthermore, a provision of the Communications Decency Act118 provides protection against liability for websites in the United States that provide or republish content authored by others and generally prevents reputation system administrators from being held liable for publishing third party material.119

Nonetheless, ecommerce websites like eBay have created systems for resolving disputes regarding reviews in order to gain goodwill and consequent success.120 EBay uses mainly an automated process which offers a panel of live mediators if a ratings dispute cannot be resolved online. This generally results in removing negative ratings from both sellers and buyers. EBay’s
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system benefits from use of neutrals who ultimately determine the disputes based on limited statements submitted by the buyer and seller at issue, thus allowing for swift action—for example, quickly deleting an abusive or inaccurate review before it misleads too many consumers or greatly harms a seller’s business. In addition, eBay India uses a “Community Court” consisting of twenty-one randomly selected eBay members who become an online jury that fairly indicates whether a review should remain or be removed.  

Some state and county governments are using systems for resolving particular types of disputes such as tax appeals through ODR platforms such as Modria. ODR platforms like Modria are particularly interesting because they are independent and thus are able to bridge the public/private divide and to use a staged process for advancing parties toward a final resolution. For example, Modria uses a four-stage process: conflict diagnosis, negotiation, mediation, and finally binding arbitration. It is a progression from party-controlled to externally-managed processes involving a neutral decision maker. In addition, Cybersettle and SmartSettle have used technology to enhance interest-based negotiations with an aim toward assisting resolutions in cases when parties may not otherwise meet to reach optimal resolutions. Similarly, the Mediation Room was an early example of software that facilitates online discussions between disputing parties.

Furthermore, the CFPB and other government regulators have online consumer complaint mechanisms. They are limited in that they do not necessarily lead to actual resolution of disputes. They merely allow for consumers to submit their claims in hopes that regulators can help facilitate a resolution or seek enforcement measures when a critical mass of claims have been launched against a particular company.

IV. Improving ODR to address current remedy injustices

As noted above, current limitations on remedies combine with the SWS to augment the divide between the consumer “haves” and “have-nots,” and foster contract discrimination and regulation avoidance in B2C contracts. ODR nonetheless holds promise for addressing these injustices by expanding consumers’ access to remedies and means for holding businesses accountable with respect to online sales. Indeed, ODR processes that are fair and efficient
could create the “New Handshake” of the digital age. However, it is essential for companies, consumer groups, and dispute resolution providers to work with policymakers to create regulations ensuring that ODR systems are designed, implemented, and monitored with attention to delivering justice and not merely cost savings.

A. Strengths and weaknesses of ODR as a vehicle for justice

As discussed above, consumers are losing patience and respect for companies’ sense of responsibility to the public. There is an increasing lack of customer service and inability to reach live representatives with respect to ecommerce problems. The majority of consumers, especially those with less power and resources, usually give up on complaints and do not become the squeaky wheels who obtain rationed remedies. Furthermore, ecommerce merchants often impose one-sided arbitration provisions that require costly and impractical F2F arbitration procedures that prevent consumers from bringing or joining class actions. Accordingly, there is need for expanded access to remedies for consumers to build trust and preserve fairness in ecommerce. ODR mechanisms provide an opportunity to fill that need.

Companies enjoy the efficiencies of online contracting and communications in B2C commerce, and they may pass on their savings to consumers through lower prices and/or higher quality goods and services. Consumers also enjoy managing accounts, paying bills, and communicating with companies online with relatively little cost or time. Many companies also are more responsive to complaints posted on social media and requests sent through email or website chat systems than they are to phone calls or letters. Online dispute management enables merchants to prioritize cases and respond publicly to certain issues, thereby significantly improving communication efficiencies.

The relative anonymity and comfort of communicating through a computer or smartphone also may ease some of the social and power pressures of F2F communications. This is especially true for consumers who fear stereotypes or biases based on appearance. In addition, some individuals are less adversarial online than in person, as the asynchronous nature of online communication gives them space to “take a deep breath” and dissipate anger before
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Individuals also may be more cautious in composing emails due to awareness that their messages are easily retrievable. Most consumers also have become very comfortable communicating electronically and have developed means for virtually building rapport over the Internet.

The Internet also is a powerful facility for consumers to research products and services, and share reviews about their purchases. Online forums allow consumers to share information about not only the quality of goods and services purchased, but also means for reaching customer service and obtaining remedies. For example, Utility Consumers’ Action Network in California provides an online forum for consumers to alert others regarding issues related to utility services and to obtain advice for avoiding or responding to such issues. Websites also have become portals for formalized ODR, such as online mediation, arbitration, and other settlement processes that utilize messaging systems, email, and other CMC.

Given ODR’s benefits, why has it not become the norm? Despite individuals’ growing comfort with expressing themselves online, some fear that online communications have become too nasty or offensive due to the relative anonymity of communicating through a computer or cellular phone. This anonymity arguably allows for “cyber bullying” and use of abusive or combative language one would not feel comfortable using in person or on the telephone. Online negotiations may become overly aggressive due to the social and physical distance created through CMC. CMC also may diminish empathy and foster misinterpretations.
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Furthermore, concerns regarding Internet security and capacity for algorithms to deliver
justice have discouraged companies and consumers from using ODR. Many individuals simply
do not trust online systems in the wake of rampant reports about Internet hackers and viruses.
This fear is pronounced with respect to ODR communications when consumers may be asked to
submit potentially sensitive purchase and payment data. In addition, consumers may not trust
settlement systems that rely on algorithms and essentially dehumanize the dispute resolution
process. Consumers also may assume that so-called “neutral” decision-makers behind ODR
procedures have allegiances to the companies, which are often deemed “repeat players” in their
selected claims processes.

At the same time, most consumers are unaware of the ODR processes currently in
existence. Accordingly, even consumers quite comfortable with online systems may fail to use
current ODR offerings simply because they do not know they are available. For example, the
social networking website Facebook has implemented an ODR mechanism through TRUSTe for
resolution of consumers’ privacy disputes. However, unscientific polling suggests that
consumers generally know nothing about these ODR rules or other remedies regarding privacy
ing Facebook. This is due in part to the fact that information about their rights is buried
fine print among the labyrinth of website links on Facebook’s site. This is unsurprising in that
companies lack incentive to instigate more consumer claims. Most companies merely provide
minimum consumer rights to appease regulators, while also serving their powerful shareholders.

That said, the pros outweigh the cons with respect to ODR’s potential for expanding
online consumers’ access to remedies regarding their claims. The hurdles to creating fair and
efficient ODR systems are not unsurmountable. As noted, communications through CMC have
become increasingly satisfying for individuals and there are ways to moderate risks of
cyberbullying. Furthermore, although businesses may initially resist adoption of ODR systems,
they should eventually embrace ODR as means for attracting customers and avoiding regulatory
enforcement actions. They also may advance ODR to gain intelligence regarding problems with
their products and services. Wise companies boost their bottom lines by using feedback to
improve practices and products, before they lose goodwill in the wake of poor consumer reviews.

B. Ideas for delivering justice
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Considering the benefits of ODR, it is no surprise that ODR systems have been developing in the United States and abroad for over ten years. Nonetheless, many ODR architects and providers have focused largely on cost and efficiency without sufficient attention to transparency and fairness. This has hindered ODR’s advancement and potential for delivering consumer justice. It is therefore imperative to address policy inadequacies and advance due process principles designed to build trust in ecommerce and ensure equitable treatment of all consumers, regardless of wealth or status. Indeed, fairness should set the stage for any dispute resolution system, including those conducted online.

Of course, the proposition that fairness should lie at the core of resolving conflicts is not new or revolutionary. It proceeds from Aristotelian notions of justice, which were influential in the development of contract law and theory.\(^\text{144}\) Indeed, contract law historically has considered fairness and the importance of equivalent exchange.\(^\text{145}\)

With this in mind, ODR systems should be developed with an aim toward promoting equality of exchange and fair behavior by merchants and consumers online. This means that consumers should receive equitable treatment with respect to their online purchases and have equal access to remedies regardless of their social and economic status. ODR policies should therefore ensure such equitable treatment, while providing efficient and transparent avenues to obtaining enforceable remedies.\(^\text{146}\)

Again, these are not novel ideas and most agree that these are laudatory principles. However, there is no clear consensus on how to attain these goals. Classical contract law endorses strict enforcement of contracts, free from regulations that hinder contractual freedom. Thus, advocates of free-market principles may resist regulations requiring businesses to provide ODR processes in accordance with fairness dictates. Furthermore, regulations should not thwart the free market’s allowance for ODR experimentation and innovation. ODR creators are continually developing advanced systems and must remain free to adapt to new technologies and address new issues that develop over the longer term.

That does not mean that policymakers should not advance justice-focused regulations to guide the development of ODR systems.\(^\text{147}\) Accordingly, ODR regulations should set minimum fairness standards while allowing for flexibility and honoring choice. ODR systems should allow parties to choose from a range of processes depending on the type of claims at stake and how settlement negotiations unfold after a consumer files an initial complaint. The processes could begin with online negotiations and move to online mediation and potentially a binding evaluative procedure if parties are unable to settle their claims prior to that point. Such a tiered
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process like that employed by eBay provides consumers with choices and systems options on the way toward a final determination. It keeps the consumers in control of their own solutions.

The process should nonetheless culminate in a binding award through online arbitration (what I have termed “OArb” to distinguish it from nonbinding processes) if the parties do not reach a settlement through online negotiation or mediation.148 Allowing for OArb as the “last stop” in the process helps prevent parties from using delay tactics to waylay resolution and thus access to remedies. Neither companies nor consumers benefit from wasteful discussions, and they may not take nonbinding processes seriously if the process will not end the dispute.149

Furthermore, ODR processes should be backed by an enforcement mechanism that provides assurances to users that they will receive the remedies determined appropriate from the process. An ODR process is worthless if companies can avoid paying awards. Successful ODR process employed by online platforms like eBay have relied in large part on their enforcement of ODR determinations through chargebacks, similar to those consumers now enjoy to remedy fraudulent charges on their credit cards. For example, if a seller on eBay fails to comply with an award for a consumer, then eBay can use its internal payment mechanisms to compensate the buyer and charge the amount of the award back to the seller.

It is fairly easy for platforms like eBay to institute chargeback systems when they control the payment system. Accordingly, public regulations could begin by requiring online merchants to create and honor automatic chargeback systems on a global level to remedy fraudulent or otherwise faulty B2C sales through their sites. This regulation or law could mimic that governing credit card chargebacks. That said, such a new law could open the door to improper consumer claims and fraudulent payment avoidance. It also may be overly burdensome for many online merchants – especially small businesses that rely on daily funds to keep their businesses flowing and growing.

Accordingly, instead of mandatory chargebacks, regulations could advance a trustmark to support enforcement of an ODR system. Under such a system, companies would earn the right to post a government-sanctioned trustmark if they agreed to use and abide by the ODR regulation and contribute to an escrow account that would be used to pay awards in the event that the company fails to comply with awards within thirty days. Such trustmark proposals have gained traction in cross-border ODR discussions. Nonetheless, policymakers and companies would need to work out details and include sufficient safeguards to build consumers’ awareness and trust in the process. Indeed, this is just one of several ideas for remedy enforcement that should be open for discussion.

ODR systems also should add a “trigger mechanism” that allows for regulatory and consolidated actions when consumers file a sufficient number of similar complaints. This would
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be especially important where multiple complaints indicate that health or safety issues are at stake. For example, the trigger could alert the CFPB and/or the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) when there are an inordinate number of claims filed against a manufacturer regarding a particular product that has caused multiple injuries. Such a trigger would alert the public of the danger that may otherwise remain private due to the SWS and proliferation of pre-dispute arbitration clauses and class action waivers.

Regulators also would benefit from notice through the trigger mechanism, which would help them determine when to pursue enforcement actions. In this way, the trigger would help address the under-enforcement of statutory and other public policy claims that has occurred due to the privatization of justice in B2C cases. For example, an ODR process with a trigger mechanism would help alert the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) when particular telecommunications companies add unauthorized third party charges to customers’ bills (a practice known as “cramming”). Although the FCC has brought some enforcement actions to stop “cramming,”150 many consumers continue to fall prey to these charges due to lack of vigilance regarding small charges on their bills and their reliance on automatic payments systems. Furthermore, consumers generally do not file F2F arbitrations or lawsuits on “cramming” claims because litigation costs would outweigh any likely recovery. Accordingly, ODR would lower consumers’ hurdles to remedies, while the trigger would prompt the FCC to notify a company to reverse unauthorized charges or face an enforcement action.

It seems at first blush that no company would agree to use an ODR platform that integrates the proposed trigger mechanism, as it could arouse unwanted regulatory action. However, as noted above, use of the ODR process could ease companies’ overall dispute resolution costs. Additionally, the associated trustmark would provide marketing benefits for companies that agree to the process. Furthermore, companies’ adherence to the ODR process could help them avoid enforcement actions and class claims. Moreover, it is usually more cost-effective for businesses to address regulators’ warnings and change their practices than to endure the expense and negative publicity of enforcement actions and multiple lawsuits.

Nonetheless, commitment to any ODR process must be voluntary and properly regulated to ensure fairness and foster open-minded use of the process.151 F2F arbitration has earned a poor reputation due to pro-business procedures and administration.152 In contrast, ODR regulations should require that online forms for filing claims be user-friendly and guide consumers on how to structure complaints and upload information supporting their claims. Forms should ease or eliminate the need for the expensive legal assistance required for filing
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complaints in litigation and traditional F2F arbitration.\textsuperscript{153} The online system also should be geared for consumers of all education levels and provide means for translations to assist non-English speakers.

Additionally, consumers should be able to trust the implementation and individuals behind the ODR system.\textsuperscript{154} Therefore, online mediators and arbitrators who serve as neutrals in the ODR processes must be truly neutral and properly trained. ODR rules supported by government oversight should require these individuals to go through training and obtain a certification. The rules also should provide for a mechanism to gather user feedback in order to foster continual system improvements.

This could be done through a central website portal linked to the proposed trustmark to indicate a company’s compliance with ODR due process rules. Companies also could use the portal to post their particular ODR policies, along with demonstrations for consumers to consult to learn about the ODR process. This could be done through a simple and straightforward chart stating whom to contact regarding complaints and how the complaint process works. In addition, this portal could be searchable and include information about legitimate complaints asserted against companies and the remedies provided. OArb opinions also could be posted and searchable on this portal. Such transparency should spark companies to improve their complaint-handling processes, and help empower consumers to pursue legitimate complaints and protect consumers’ rights regardless of status.

Innovation fostered through private providers’ creation of ODR systems is beneficial, but regulators such as the FTC or CFPB should oversee the central portal. The trustmark and the ODR process it represents would become meaningless without this oversight to ensure compliance with due process regulations.\textsuperscript{155} Nonetheless, the portal should not add great public expense. Therefore, companies that benefit from use of the ODR process and trustmark could help share costs of maintaining the system. Although some companies may resist absorption of costs, they should warm to the process as means for lowering claim costs and gaining consumer trust. These companies would benefit when consumers choose to buy from them due to assurance that they would have means for obtaining a remedy if a purchase goes awry.

Of course, these are only initial ideas subject to further debate and development. They are intended to foster creative brainstorming for the creation of just ODR systems for the resolution of consumers’ ecommerce claims. The SWS and hurdles to obtaining remedies have harmed consumers’ confidence in the market, and have fostered contractual discrimination to the detriment of those with the least resources. ODR provides promise for easing cost, time, and bias concerns that have hindered most consumers from seeking remedies through traditional F2F dispute resolution mechanisms.\textsuperscript{156} Well-crafted online processes also help dispel the stresses of
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seeking assistance by providing a structured and form-driven means for communicating claims. They also help consumers hold companies accountable and provide companies with better information regarding their products and services—which, in turn, may fuel improvements that boost trust in ecommerce more generally.

V. Conclusion

Traditional arbitration clauses requiring individual F2F procedures have combined with the SWS to skew remedy processes to favor the most sophisticated and powerful consumers in ecommerce. Hurdles to obtaining remedies in B2C exchanges also have allowed businesses to relinquish responsibility to consumers and quiet information about companies’ improprieties. This creates a need for expanded and equalized access to remedies through ODR in order to revive companies’ sense of responsibility to consumers and the market. Such an ODR system would lower costs and burdens of pursuing purchase complaints so that all consumers, regardless of power and resources, would feel comfortable and able to seek needed assistance. Indeed, policymakers must work with companies, consumers, and ODR providers to create a system that is transparent, efficient, secure, accessible, and fair for consumers from every social and economic group. Moreover, the system must be built with attention to justice in order to facilitate due process and address the inequities of the SWS and privatized dispute resolution in B2C ecommerce.